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Fullstack
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decrease load times
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About the client
A global digital business
transformation company
that has spent nearly three
decades utilizing the
disruptive power of
technology and ingenuity
to help digitally enable
their clients' business.

1 in 4
Visitors will abandon a
site if it takes 4 seconds
to load

THE PROBLEM
The company managed their client's marketing and
ecommerce websites.
100+ sites in over 15 countries each averaged 30 to 100K
visitors per month.
The end client requested faster load times.
The size of each page (in MB) was also too big.

1
second
delay
Reduces customer satisfaction by 16%

OUR FOLLOW UP
Based on the successful completion of the initial 3 month
project, we were offered other projects.
We completed two projects in Blockchain and AI.

WEB PAGES LOADED
70% FASTER.
WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED
a.) We eliminated race conditions in the pipeline.
b.) We made the pipeline more stable and faster.
c.) We successfully migrated to a new task runner.

The core component was a front-end build pipeline written
in Node.js.
Developers would run it on their local machines as well in
the cloud to turn the client's custom framework into
minified, efficient JavaScript.
Business users would then validate the updates in the
staging environment before releasing to production.
The pipeline loaded the latest version of the code (or the
version on the developer's local machine) then ran npm ci to
install the most efficient versions of the dependencies.
Any failed builds could easily be discarded and logged locally
or in AWS for further investigation.
As we ran blue-green deployment, the websites would
always be live even if there was a problem with the build.
The build pipeline was integrated into a wider pipeline along
with unit tests and regression tests.
In the event of those tests failing, the build pipeline could be
run repeatedly and still produce the same result.
We used Terraform templates to rollback our infrastructure
deployments where necessary.
In the event of only one section of the infrastructure failing,
we were able to do partial rollbacks as well.

Multiple build tasks were run in parallel to reduce build time.
We used Node.js threading capabilities to ensure that tasks
and IO resources were properly managed between each
workstream.
All our code was checked by the security and testing teams
before reaching production.
We utilized the tool npm audit to audit our dependency
graph before deploying. We required to give a clean bill of
health before deployment.
Code was stored in BitBucket with the representative
tickets in Jira.
The pipeline could automatically detect any codebase
changes then rebuild the websites.
The build pipeline was for a group of websites with a over 1
million daily visitors.
We created monitoring statistics within the pipeline to
monitor build times across all sites and noticed significant
decreases.
Right before release, we conducted a number of
architectural review and training sessions with other teams,
explaining how they could upgrade to the new build system.
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